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The Great Cavalry Debate
By Scott Usborne
Most of the military debates over tactics, techniques and weapons, in the days before August
1914, were conducted behind the closed doors of officer’s messes and staff offices. The Great
Cavalry Debate was unique however, in that it was conducted openly and in a public forum.

INTRODUCTION

French Chasseur D’Afrique, 1914
This paper intends to highlight the most significant issue that affected the fighting methodology
of the British cavalry before 1914. But it will also highlight the difficulty all armies encounter in
extracting and applying the lessons of previous wars. You can theorize, you can study, conduct
classroom work, indulge in spirited debate or even conduct field exercises, but they will never
address every nuance of whether any lesson is fully correct. Instead you must eventually ‘learn
by doing.’ And that means direct involvement in actual and sustained combat.
But first, if we want to understand the cavalry of 1914, we need to understand the basic tasks of
the cavalry. This means going back to the Napoleonic Wars, to what some have called the
golden age of cavalry.
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French Dragoons conduct a charge, 1809
Cavalry were critical to the success of the Napoleonic method. For it was Napoleon’s system to
breach the enemy’s lines with artillery and infantry, and then it was the cavalry’s job to exploit
that breach and pursue the beaten enemy turning a retreat into a rout.
The primary focus thus for cavalry was on offensive shock-action delivered through the mounted
charge. The cavalry charge was believed to be decisive and immediate, to paraphrase the
Russian General Suvorov, ‘the bullet’s an idiot, the bayonet, or the sword, is a fine chap.’i
Napoleon said that “Without cavalry, battles are without result” as he demonstrated at the Battle
of Jena, in 1806 where he destroyed the Prussian Army through an aggressive cavalry pursuit.ii
What he really meant however, was that without cavalry battles were without ‘strategic’ result.
Now the importance of the cavalry pursuit was just not confined to antiquated Napoleonic
tactics, it was still relevant in 1914. There was at least one significant example of an army being
destroyed, as the result of a cavalry pursuit, in the First World War. This occurred at the Battle
of Megiddo, in what is now northern Israel, in September and October 1918. British cavalry, in
cooperation with the newly designated RAF, pursued and destroyed three Turkish armies
sealing the defeat of the Ottoman Empire.
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So, cavalry tasks had not changed since Napoleonic times with the cavalry’s critical tasks as
follows:


Defeat enemy cavalry;



Scout enemy forces;



Screen own forces;



Exploit breakthroughs;



Pursue a retreating enemy to destruction; and



Cover own force’s retreat.

These tasks were exactly the same in 1914, because they were still relevant. There was no
other military institution who could perform these tasks on the battlefield of the early 20th
Century and certainly not before 1914.
th

What lessons can be drawn from the wars of the late 19 and early 20th Centuries to ensure
that the accomplishment of cavalry tasks remained modern and relevant?
The answer to that question- how to remain modern and relevant- brings us to the nature of our
Great Cavalry Debate.

THE DEBATE
The American Civil War, 1861-1865, challenged the
idea of the correct fighting methodology for cavalry.
There was no requirement in the US Cavalry for
different types such as Hussars, Lancers, Dragoons,
each with different weapons and tasks. Instead, all
US cavalry units were equipped identically with
sword, colt pistol and Spencer carbine. The CSA
cavalry, with the exception of officers, didn’t carry
swords, as Confederate cavalrymen were
responsible to provide their own weapons, instead
they relied on two and sometimes up to four pistols.
Consequently, firearms in the US and CSA cavalries
took more and more priority throughout the Civil
War. Cavalry fights were more like close-order
shooting melees than sword fights.
So, the debate was, for a modern army what should
the primary weapon of the cavalry be… the sword
or the rifle?

US Cavalry Corporal
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There were two basic schools of thought, the Shock School advocated shock-action using the
mounted charge with sword or lance, whereas the Rifle School advocated the rifle, through
dismounted fire-action.
The Shock School didn’t deny the effectiveness of the rifle, just that shock-action with lance and
sword should continue to remain the primary method. The Rifle School saw the sword as a
back-up weapon at best, but actually would have preferred the sword to be replaced with a
pistol. Advocates of shock were concerned that the cavalry would be crippled in their ability to
accomplish their tasks if they assigned primacy to the rifle. The Shock School was against the
rifle for the plain and simple reason that you have to dismount to be effective with the rifle and
therefore would lose any offensive momentum provided by the inherent mobility of the horse.

Lieutenant Colonel George Taylor
Denison III
Lieutenant-Colonel Denison provided a Canadian connection to this debate about cavalry
weapons. He was a member of a prominent militia family in Toronto and a serving officer in his
family’s regiment, the Governor-General’s Body-Guard (GGBG). He saw active service as a
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GGBG squadron commander in the Fenian Raids of 1866 and in the Northwest Rebellion of
1885. In both of these conflicts cavalry used rifle and pistol, not sword or lance. But of interest to
our Great Cavalry Debate, Lieutenant-Colonel Denison was also a military historian and military
thinker.
Lieutenant-Colonel Denison published a pamphlet in 1861 in which he argued for the primacy of
the rifle. In 1868 he then published a book entitled “Modern Cavalry: Its Organization,
Armament, and Employment in War” based on his personal experience and study of the US
Civil War.
In 1876 he learned of a cash prize being offered by Tsar Alexander II of Russia for the best
history of cavalry. He proceeded to write a book on that topic promoting his views on the
primacy of the rifle for cavalry operations. In spite of his initial submission being a poor Russian
translation, he won the 5,000-rouble prize (the equivalent of roughly $170,000 Canadian today).
“A History of Cavalry from the Earliest Times, with Lessons for the Future” was published in
London in 1877 and argued for the primacy of the rifle and dismounted fire-action. However, his
ideas in A History of Cavalry, especially as he was a colonial militia officer, were neither well
accepted nor popular!
“...the prejudice among the professional cavalry officers against the use of
firearms for cavalry was universal and very extreme.”
Colonel George T. Denisoniii
Other than acceptance by the Russian army, who had started incorporating rifle armed
Cossacks into their regular cavalry in 1874, Denison’s book was seen as a novelty. As indicated
above, it did not make a positive impression on the British cavalry, although it was also
translated and published in Russian, German and possibly Japanese. However, Denison has
the distinction of being one of the first British officers to push the importance of the modern rifle
to cavalry.

CAVALRY AT WAR, BEFORE 1914
What were the opportunities for cavalrymen to learn their trade before 1914? Let us take a quick
review of the cavalry’s involvement in the major European wars of the late 19th and early 20th
Centuries. We will ignore colonial campaigns where European troops were fighting indigenous
forces and limit ourselves only to the major conflicts between European cavalries before 1914.
Major Wars, with length in months:
 The Austro-Prussian War, 1866, 2 months;
 The Franco-Prussian War, 1870-71, 6 months;
 The Russo-Turkish War, 1877-1878, 10 months;
 The War in South Africa, 1899-1902, 32 months;
 The Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905, 19 months; and
 The Balkan Wars, 1912-1913, 10 months.
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Melee between Boer and British Mounted Troops, South Africa 1900
The relative shortness of most of these conflicts contributed to the difficulty of drawing firm
lessons from what was often only one campaign season. In addition, conflicts involving
Russians, Turks and the minor Balkan states were often dismissed, by the major European
armies. Those armies were believed to be poorly trained and backward and thus of limited value
for drawing long-term lessons. There was evidence however throughout these wars, that cavalry
was having increasing difficulty in accomplishing their tasks due to the power of modern infantry
rifles, as seen in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870. But also with these relatively short
campaigns, some examples still existed affirming, that in spite of the modern rifle, cavalry could,
with clever use of ground, still win through to defeat infantry in the open. This was illustrated by
the charge of Von Bredow’s Prussian 12th Cavalry Brigade, at Mars-la-Tour in 1870, which
although badly shot up, defeated the French infantry it was attacking. Many observers drew the
lesson that cavalry, in spite of modern weapons could, if led with skill and determination, still win
through and achieve success on the modern battlefield.
This left the usually longer wars during this period such as the South African and the RussoJapanese Wars to be the most significant for drawing lessons about cavalry. Although the
Franco-Prussian War was short, its relevance was that it was the last war fought by German
troops before 1914. As such, it held significant relevance for many German generals who had
served in that war as junior officers.
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Franco-Prussian War, running cavalry melee, 1870

Although the German General Staff Historical section avidly studied and wrote official histories
th
on many of the various wars, of the late 19 Century, the senior leadership in the German Army
often looked back for inspiration and lessons about cavalry to the Franco-Prussian War.
In particular, that war greatly influenced the
personal experience of a certain lieutenant, later
General, von Bernhardi who we shall meet again
shortly as a significant player in the written portion
of our Great Cavalry Debate.
Although the South African War was the longest at
32 months, it was in two phases, a conventional
phase and a guerrilla phase. The first phase saw
the Boers surprise the world through their use of
mounted riflemen and long range artillery. In the
second and longer phase, or guerilla war, it was
exclusively a mounted rifle war for both sides.
Observe in the photograph to the right the use of
puttees, general service ammunition boots with
detachable strap spurs- vice cavalry style boots
and also the infantry rifles used by 1st Canadian
Mounted Rifles (CMR). The Long Lee rifle became
the weapon of choice eclipsing the older and
shorter range Enfield carbine, previously used by
the British cavalry and some of the early colonial

mounted rifle contingents.

1st CMR, later the Royal Canadian
Dragoons, 1900
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The Boer Commandoes move mounted, but…
The Boer commando units had great mobility by being completely mounted and were deadly
with their modern Mauser magazine-fed, bolt-action rifles. Each Boer mounted rifleman carried
at least one 60 round bandolier of ammunition and some even carried two bandoliers. Note that
in this photograph the Boers wear ordinary civilian style boots, with detachable spurs, and do
not carry swords, let alone bayonets. The Boers had no training, experience or desire to fight at
close quarters and intended to do all their fighting exploiting the long range of their rifles.
Consequently, when the British regular cavalry regiments tried to come to close quarters,
through a charge with sword and lance… the Boers merely ran away, then continued to engage
with their Mausers, easily outranging the carbines the British cavalry used at the start of the
South African War.

… fight dismounted
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The Boer rifleman in the centre of the photograph above, is firing at a range of about 800 yards,
based on the position of his rifle’s flip site. However, they did not always fight dismounted as
there were cases, especially in the latter guerrilla war, of Boer mounted “rifle charges.” Saddlefire, while on a galloping horse, was the tactic used by the Boers at the Battle of Leliefontein
when trying to capture the guns of the Royal Canadian Artillery on 7 November, 1900. Firing
dismounted, or mounted allowed the Boers more flexibility to tailor their tactics to each situation.

2nd CMR, circa 1901

Photo Source: CWM, 82-7264

The photograph above is another example of the change in equipment for British and colonial
mounted troops in South Africa. Each mounted rifleman above carried at least one ammunition
bandolier, Long Lee rifles and Colt double-action pistols. Like the Boers they had dispensed
with swords and in this photograph, at least, do not carry bayonets. As in the previous
photograph of 1st CMR, they wear ammunition boots with puttees. Strap spurs are absent in this
photograph and would have normally been worn, but were removed once dismounted.
General Lord Roberts, commander of British Forces in South Africa, due to the relative
uselessness of the Enfield carbine, sword and lance ordered these weapons to be returned to
the QM in October, 1900. The primary weapon of the cavalry and colonial mounted rifles will be
the infantry rifle. Both Boer and British mounted troops were equipped to fight exactly the same
way as mounted rifles.
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Cossack and Japanese Cavalry melee, circa 1904
Could the lessons drawn fighting the mounted Boers in the wide open, treeless South African
veldt, in a country where relatively small numbers of troops fought in a country the size of
Germany still apply in Europe? Should those lessons, specifically about the value of mounted
rifles, also apply to European battlefields where almost all the continental armies fought with
lance and sword, as well as the rifle?

The Cossacks habitually fought dismounted during the Russo-Japanese War
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Many observers now looked to the Russo-Japanese War for answers. “…but perhaps they
carried their dismounted tactics too far.”- was a common criticism of the Russian cavalry,
specifically the numerous Cossacks used in both the Russo-Turkish and Russo-Japanese
Wars. Unfortunately, the Russian cavalry employed in Manchuria during the Russo-Japanese
War were poorly trained Cossacks who were even poorer marksmen.
The Cossacks in the photograph above wear cavalry boots, but without spurs, as most
Cossacks used their knees and whips to control their ponies. They carried swords on their
person, which in combination with their stiff and heavier boots meant that they were less
effective when dismounted. They also carried a limited amount of ammunition at 45 rounds per
man. Dismounted, as they are in this photograph, they usually formed a hasty firing line using
their small ponies as sandbags.
Cossacks were not particularly good at either shock-action, fire-action or any other cavalry task
as they were poor marksmen and scouts. The Japanese cavalry, although European trained,
put in a disappointing performance throughout this war as well. So, what lessons can we draw
from the Russo-Japanese War in regards to the cavalry?
The lesson that Field Marshal Lord Roberts had drawn from his experience in South African was
that the cavalry carbine and the lance were obsolete. Field Marshal Roberts was a highly
respected Victoria Cross winner and Commander-in-Chief of the British Army until 1904. He had
commanded British forces in South Africa for the first year and abolished the sword and lance in
that theatre replacing it with the rifle. Roberts, as British Army Commander-in-Chief, first
published an army memorandum in 1903 and then personally authored the preface of Cavalry
Training 1904 directing that the rifle was the primary weapon of all British cavalry. The lance
was now only for ceremonial use and the sword was subordinate to the rifle. Lord Roberts
wanted to even replace the sword with a pistol.
These directives by Lord Roberts, based directly on the army’s experience in South Africa,
forced this debate, between lance and sword on one side and rifle on the other, into the open
amongst serving officers of the British Army. The debate was not about one or the other, it was
about which should be the primary weapon, was it a bladed weapon, such as the lance and
sword, or the rifle? That choice affected the future tactical flexibility of the British cavalry, but
also the cavalry’s initial tactical instinct of weapon choice upon coming into action on the
battlefield.

THE BATTLE OF THE BOOKS
Now we come to the public debate over this issue about the primary weapon of the cavalry. The
Great Cavalry Debate moved from the officer’s mess to the printed word, conducted through
several books and magazine articles. It is important to note that no such debate, on the primacy
of the rifle versus bladed weapons, was occurring amongst any of the continental cavalries.
They all, with the possible exception of the Russians, believed in the primacy of lance and
sword over the rifle and thus the primacy of the charge and shock-action.
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Lieutenant-General von Bernhardi was a serving
German cavalry officer who saw active service in
the Franco-Prussian War and before 1914 had
been the head of the General Staff Military History
Department. He was also closely involved in the
production of the latest German cavalry training
manual before 1914. Of importance to our Great
Cavalry Debate, he was a prolific author and
military intellectual whose works were published in
both German and English.
In this battle of the books, General Bernhardi spoke
on behalf of the Shock School and the primacy of
lance and sword. As head of the General Staff
History Department, he also oversaw the
production of an analytical General Staff history of
the war in South Africa.

LGen Frederick von Bernhardi

This German General Staff history of the South African War was flawed however, as it only
examined the first five months until March 1900. The decision, by Roberts, to adopt an infantry
style rifle as the only weapon in South Africa for all British mounted troops, took place in
October of 1900- after the German study ends. The mounted guerilla war of the following two
years seemed thus to have been ignored, as not being worthy of further study. Bernhardi
described the Boers as nothing more interesting than a peasant militia. Regardless, the
Germans either missed a chance to analyse Robert’s decision or, like General French, saw the
South African War as an aberration and thus any inconvenient lessons could be easily
dismissed.
Erskine Childers was a free lance journalist and the
senior author and editor of Volume 5, published 1907,
the Times’ History of the War in South Africa. Childer’s
Volume 5 examined the two years of the mounted
guerilla war. Childers had active service experience in
South Africa as a gunner in the Royal Artillery. But,
more importantly for our Great Cavalry Debate he
came to be recognized as a military intellectual, based
on his high-profile work in Volume 5. He wanted to
ensure that the British cavalry adopted the hard-won
lessons of the South African War, specifically the
increasing importance of the rifle over the more
traditional cavalry weapons, including the small cavalry
carbine. Without Childer’s passionate arguments,
made almost singly in favour of the rifle, the public
debate over the proper cavalry weapon could not have
taken place.

Mr. Erskine Childers
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Childers rival in this battle of the books would be General Bernhardi. Childers as author and
editor of Volume 5 was in a unique position to analyse and understand the most challenging
part of the South African War, the two years of mounted guerilla warfare. Curiously, as Volume
5 covered that part of the war which the German General Staff study did not, Childers had
insight into the increasing tactical dominance of the rifle for mounted troops.
General Bernhardi started this public debate by publishing, Cavalry in Future Wars in 1907, with
a preface by, Sir John French, then Inspector General of the Army. Sir John argued that lance
and sword in the charge were the cavalry’s primary fighting tools. Sir John also called the Boer
War experience ‘abnormal’ or ‘peculiar’ and believed that Boer methods could not be
successfully transferred to European battlefields. So, Bernhardi’s book nicely complimented
French’s reinstating the lance through publication of an updated manual of Cavalry Training
published in 1907. The two different perspectives of Bernhardi and Childers helped to highlight
the issue among many British officers. Sir John French played a critical role in placing this
debate in a public forum, by not only writing the preface to Bernhardi’s book on cavalry in future
wars, but also by issuing a new cavalry manual. This new manual reinstated the lance and
stated that the sword was the primary weapon of the cavalry and that the rifle was subordinate.
“It must be accepted as a principle that the rifle, effective as it is, cannot replace
the effect produced by the speed of the horse, the magnetism of the charge, and
the terror of cold steel. “
Cavalry Training 1907iv
The publication of this manual was actually a partial victory for both schools, however as the
lance was only reinstated for the six Lancer regiments of the 31 regular cavalry regiments of the
British army. Previously, the ten Dragoon Guard and Dragoon regiments each had 25% of their
troops carrying the lance, so before 1904 16 of the 31 cavalry regiments carried lances, but now
only the six regular army Lancer regiments used the lance. General Douglas Haig agreed with
this change in the distribution of lances as he thought lances for Dragoons and Dragoon Guards
were actually an encumbrance in battle.
In spite of this new directive in 1907, there was an increased emphasis in the cavalry on the rifle
with more training spent, not only on dismounted tactics, but also the cavalry started attending
the infantry musketry course in 1910, which significantly raised the marksmanship scores of the
cavalry.
Battle of the Books:
1907- Bernhardi, Cavalry in Future Wars
1907- General French, manual on Cavalry Training 1907
1907- Childers, Times History, The War in South Africa, Volume 5, The Guerilla War
1910- Childers, War and the Arme Blanche
1910- Bernhardi, Cavalry in War and Peace
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1910- Anonymous (General Douglas Haig), Cavalry Taught by Experience: A Forecast
of Cavalry in Modern War
1910- Bernhardi, October edition, Cavalry Journal
1911- Childers, German Influence on British Cavalry
1913- Denison, 2nd Edition of A History of Cavalry
The preface to Childer’s War and the Arme Blanche was written by Field Marshal Lord Roberts
of Kandahar VC, who was furious over the reversal of his directives in 1903 and 1904 to
withdraw the lance from active service.
Important to the end of this debate was that Childer’s final rebuttal, in German Influence on
British Cavalry asked why are we listening to these Germans about how our cavalry should
fight? We should look to our own hard-won experience- particularly in South Africa- to draw
lessons and not to the Germans whose experience was outdated, their last war being in 1870.
So, lets sum up the two arguments coverd in the Battle of the Books. The Shock School argued
that:
 The cavalry’s role is offensive;
 The rifle is defensive, as you have to dismount to use it effectively, thus losing
momentum, therefore the rifle conflicts with the natural offensive spirit of the cavalry;
 The use of the lance and sword however, is immediate and decisive in its effect; and
 Cavalry will usually fight other cavalry anyway and all other European cavalries are
equipped with lance and sword.
The fear, by many cavalry officers was that cavalry would be made cautious by over-reliance on
dismounted fire-action. This over-reliance would then erode the cavalry’s offensive spirit and
they would fail in their primary tasks such as scouting and screening. Childers saw this
argument much more clearly:
“The rifle rules tactics.”
Erskine Childersv
In other words you ‘don’t bring a knife… or a sword… to a gun fight.’ Childers believed that the
rifle dominated battlefield tactics and that the cavalry must adjust to that reality and not adjust
the rifle to outdated tactical notions like the maintenance of shock-action in a charge with lance
or sword.
So, who were some of the leading military advocates of the Rifle and Shock Schools?
Prominent proponents of the Rifle School with their South African experience (appointments and
ranks are as of 1914):
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 Field Marshal Lord Roberts- Commander in Chief, South Africa 1899-1900, retired
1904;
 Field Marshal Kitchener- Succeeded Roberts in South Africa and Secretary of State
for War in 1914;
 Lieutenant-General Ian Hamilton- Infantry brigade commander, later divisional
commander in South Africa, Commander-in-Chief Home Defence Army;
nd

 Lieutenant-General Smith-Dorrien- Infantry brigade commander and Commander 2
Corps, British Expeditionary Force (BEF);
 Sir Winston Churchill- War Correspondent and cavalry officer in South Africa and
First Lord of the Admiralty; and
 Major-General Julian Byng- Commanding Officer the South African Light Horse in
rd
South Africa, Commander 3 Cavalry Division.

All these leaders had extensive experience fighting the Boers in South Africa, so their influence
should have ended the argument. Well, let us look at who advocated for shock-action.
The prominent proponents of the Shock School with their South African experience and
(appointments and ranks as of 1914):
 Field Marshal French- Commander of the Cavalry Division in South Africa, Chief of
the Imperial General Staff, Commander BEF;
 Lieutenant-General Haig- Chief of Staff of the Cavalry Division in South Africa,
st
Commander 1 Corps BEF;
 Lieutenant-General Baden-Powell- Commander Mafeking garrison during the Boer
siege, retired as Inspector General of Cavalry, 1910;
 General Henry Wilson- Brigade Major and on Robert’s staff in South Africa, defacto
Chief of Staff BEF;
st

 Major-General Allenby- Cavalry squadron commander, Commander 1 Cavalry
Division BEF; and
 Major-General Rimington- Commanding Officer Rimington’s Guides in South Africa,
st
Commander 1 Indian Cavalry Division.
These Shock School advocates also had extensive experience in South Africa, so who was
right?
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CAVALRY READY FOR WAR, 1914

French Cuirassiers, in breast plates, with Berthier carbines, 1914
What about the European cavalries, how well prepared were they in reference to this intense
debate being waged by book and magazine in Great Britain before 1914?
How each nation’s cavalry were actually equipped was a better indication of how they would
fight, not written training manuals. Manuals could be out of date, or even aspirational and thus
misleading as to the priority given to fire-action or shock-action. We will review each major
power’s weapon and fighting methodology preference by reviewing the equipment of each
cavalry force in 1914, as reflected in period photographs.
All German cavalry, even the new 13
Mounted Rifle Regiments, were equipped
exactly the same- with lance, sword and
rifle. The German Mounted Rifle regiments
were also issued with bayonets.
The German lancer in this photograph was
moderately well supplied with ammunition,
but could only conduct a limited fire fight
against enemy cavalry, but not against
enemy infantry (British infantry carried 150
rounds of rifle ammunition per man). He
could perform shock or fire, but was better
equipped to conduct shock-action. He was
limited in his ability to conduct dismounted
German Lancer, or Uhlan, 1914
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work due to his stiff, heavy cavalry boots with non-detachable box spurs. The Germans were on
the attack in August 1914 and could not afford to dismount and lose their momentum. They
attacked with the lance, as they did against the dismounted Belgian Cavalry Division at the
Battle of Haelen in August 1914- and were defeated.vi
As indicated in the photograph, all British
cavalry were equipped the same and wore
puttees, ankle length paddock boots and
detachable strap spurs with the sword
scabbard attached to the horse so to not
impede the man when dismounted for fireaction with his infantry style rifle. This was
exactly the same kitting used by all British
mounted troops and colonial mounted rifles
in the South African War.
He was well equipped to conduct either
shock-action, or dismounted fire-action as
required. He moved easily as a dismounted
rifleman without being impeded by sword
British Mounted Trooper, 1914
and scabbard attached to his person, nor
was he wearing heavy cavalry boots with
box spurs. He was well supplied with ammunition as he carried 90 rounds in a bandolier and 10
rounds in his Lee-Enfield Mark III rifle. This gave him more staying power in a firefight as he
carried more ammunition than any other cavalryman in Europe and was well on his way to
making the rifle his primary weapon.
After Russian mobilization was completed, 70%
of the Russian cavalry were Cossacks and 70%
of those were armed with the lance.
The Cossacks continued to habitually conduct
dismounted fire-action, making it difficult for
enemy cavalry to penetrate Russian cavalry
screens. They only conducted shock-action, or
the charge, when in extremis.
However, even with 60 rounds per Cossack (an
increase from the 45 allocated during the
Russo-Japanese War) they were still not
prepared for a sustained firefight. The Cossack,
in the photograph above, was impeded by the
sword on his person and wore cavalry boots,
although without spurs. The rest of the Russian
cavalry were better prepared to do shock
through the charge, but less with dismounted

Russian Cossack, 1914
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fire-action as they only had 45 rounds per
man. The Russian cavalry were equipped
with bayonets, but curiously the Cossacks
were not. Although the Russian cavalry set
some importance on the rifle, at least for
their Cossacks, it was largely negated due
to their small ammunition allocation.
This Austro-Hungarian lancer, was a lancer
in name only as the Austrians had abolished
that weapon in 1867. Effectively AustroHungarian cavalry were all equipped
identically with sword and rifle although they
still carried historical titles such as
Dragoons, Hussars and Lancers.
His primary weapon was the sword, which
was attached to the trooper, limiting his
ability to effectively fight dismounted. He
wore heavy cavalry boots with nondetachable box spurs further restricting his
ability to fight effectively dismounted. He
Austro-Hungarian Lancer or Uhlan, 1914
carried only 30 rounds per man, but had 50
more on his horse. All these factors together such as kit, limited ammunition and being wedded
to his horse for most of his ammunition collectively illustrated that the Austro-Hungarian cavalry
had a very limited ability to participate in any sustained dismounted firefight.
The French cavalry were uniformed and
equipped by type such as Hussars,
Chausseurs a Cheval, all in colourful
Napoleonic style uniforms and with the
Cuirassiers still wearing breast plates.
All Dragoons and 25% of the Chasseurs a
Cheval were armed with the lance. Most of
the French Cavalry were equipped with
small and outdated carbines such as the
Berthier with 66 rounds per man. The
Dragoon, in the image to the right, wore stiff
cavalry boots, but with detachable strap
spurs, although period photographs of
dismounted Dragoons showed them
retaining their spurs while dismounted. All
French cavalry therefore, had a limited
ability to win a firefight due to the relatively
low amount of ammunition they carried.
French Dragoon, 1914
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Cuirassiers carried only 45 rounds per man and wore heavy, stiff cavalry boots with box spurs.
French carbines were smaller than most other cavalries, with less range, clearly intended to be
subordinate to either lance or sword.
In summary, continental cavalries used the lance or sword as their primary weapon and thus
their preferred fighting methodology was shock-action, not fire-action.

EPILOGUE, CAVALRY ADAPTATION POST 1914
Let us take a quick look at the German and British cavalries after 1914. How did they
adapt their equipment to the increasing importance of the rifle and the apparent decline
of sword and lance after 1914?

Bayonet

No
sword
German Lancer, or Uhlan, 1915
This German lancer of 1915, in the photograph above, has given up his sword, but instead
carried a bayonet. He wore heavy cavalry boots with box spurs, but retained the lance as his
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primary weapon. Due to the lance, shock-action remained his instinctive choice when engaging
the enemy.
Most German cavalry were sent to the Eastern front in 1915 where the terrain was more
suitable than the trenches of the Western Front. By 1918 most German cavalry had turned in
their horses and fought as infantry, except three cavalry divisions in the East and one in the
West, which was down substantially from the 11 cavalry divisions initially fielded in 1914.

100 rounds

90 rounds

Bayonet

British Cavalry trooper, 1916
There was no real change to the equipment of this British trooper, except by 1916 another
bandolier of 100 rounds was added, for a total of 200 rounds. Thus, this trooper had the tactical
flexibility to conduct either shock, or dismounted fire-action. He was well supplied with
ammunition to fight either cavalry or infantry, mounted or dismounted and thus had genuine
staying power in a firefight.
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CONCLUSION
The Great Cavalry Debate, conducted in books and magazine articles, contributed to raising the
profile of the rifle to eventually be on a virtual par with the sword in the British cavalry. Without
the public writings and arguments of Erskine Childers, and even the much earlier writings of
Canadian militia officer, Lieutenant-Colonel George Taylor Denison III, the British cavalry would
be less well prepared for war in 1914. The adoption of the most important of the lessons from
the South African War, specifically the importance of the long range, magazine-fed, bolt-action
rifle improved British cavalry tactical flexibility by the use of combined arms. This was well
demonstrated by the Canadian Cavalry Brigade’s (CCB) battle at Moreuil Wood, 30 March
1918, where Lt Flowerdew, of the Strathconas, won the VC in a mounted cavalry charge with
drawn swords, but with the support of dismounted rifles from the CCB sweeping through Moreuil
Wood on Flowerdew’s flank.
But finally, the truest lesson of the Great Cavalry Debate was the importance of ‘learning by
doing.’ Perhaps historian Sir Michael Howard said it best:
“No matter how clearly one thinks, it is impossible to anticipate precisely the
character of future conflict. The key is to not be so far off the mark that it
becomes impossible to adjust once that character is revealed.”
Professor Sir Michael Howard,
Military Historian vii
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